Board Meeting Minutes

Date: October 7, 2016
Time: 9AM pacific time
Location: Video conferencing, multiple locations

Attendees

Minutes
- VOTE: Unanimously approved the September 9, 2016 board meeting minutes

Re-licensing
- Some OpenBSD members continue to have concerns
- What about the provision that changed files are marked as such? There appears to be widespread noncompliance. Will look for a lighter-weight change notice such as a site-wide note
- Binary attribution: proposal is to only require it for things that are substantially LLVM-derived compilers, not e.g. code that just includes the runtime
- Let’s continue to be careful about adding code with random licenses into LLVM

Travel grants for dev meeting
- A student needs help getting a visa

Dev Meeting
- Board dinner on Nov 2
- Proposed T-shirt design looks good
- Getting permission to display sponsors’ logos
- LLVM merchandise -- demand is anticipated for a stuffed LLVM dragon; plan to try out a few items: stickers, etc.
- 396 registrations right now, there have been a few cancellations, going to open up registration to some people on the waitlist
- For future dev meetings we may get some keynote speakers to balance out the topics, particularly to maintain interest for Clang developers
- Proposed schedule looks good to everyone

Bugzilla problems
- Tons of spam lately (on many bugzillas, not just ours), new user registration is currently disabled
- Manual user approval is too time consuming, it is time to patch bugzilla or maybe move to a new bugtracker
- Currently evaluating some candidate replacements for Bugzilla
EuroLLVM 2017
- Preparations are going well
- Program committee invitations soon
- Call for papers coming out soon